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We construct a small category whose objects are manic square-free polynomials with coeffi- 
cients in a field F. For a manic, irreducible, and normal polynomial, Aut(f) is the usual Galois 
group off. We prove that there exists a unique topological group G such that the category of 
finite discrete G-sets is equivalent to the opposite of our category. We then replace categories by 
commutative rings and define the Burnside ring of a field, which has Burnside rings of finite 
groups as its building blocks. We next extend scalars to the rationals and explicitly determine the 
algebra that results. We find all valuations of this algebra and prove that an irreducible poly- 
nomial is completely determined by its values under these valuations. 
Introduction 
In this paper we offer an alternative approach to the theory of equations. In 
philosophy, we are guided by a theorem of Hudde [6] which says that if F is a field 
of characteristic zero and O#f eF[x], thenf/gcd(f,f’) is just the product, without 
repeats, of the irreducible factors off(we sayf/gcd(f,f’) =fi-+.f,, wheref,, . . ..f. 
are irreducible and pairwise nonassociate, is square-free). We consider the small 
category whose objects are manic square-free polynomials, and where a morphism 
fromfto g is a triple of polynomials (A k, g) such that deg(k) < deg(g) and g divides 
f(k). For fgF[x] manic, irreducible and normal (i.e., FL F[x]/(f) is a normal ex- 
tension), Aut(f) is the Galois group of J We prove that there exists a topological 
group G, unique up to isomorphism, such that the category of finite discrete G-sets 
is equivalent to the opposite of our category. Because of the empirical evidence that 
most of field theory can be done when only knowing G and the action of G on the 
roots of unity (see [2]) we consider the natural embedding of the cyclotomic poly- 
nomials in our category. Next, even though something may be lost in the process, 
we replace categories by commutative rings, using the Grothendieck ring construc- 
tion. This leads to the Burnside ring of a field, which has Burnside rings of finite 
groups as its building blocks (see [lo]). In order to better understand the structure 
of the Burnside ring, we replace commutative rings by rational algebras, by extend- 
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ing scalars to Q. We determine explicitly the algebra which this last construction 
yields. We find all valuations of the algebra, and prove that an irreducible poly- 
nomial is completely determined, up to isomorphisms, by its values under these 
valuations; here the V-valuation theory developed by the authors in the recent paper 
[4] is employed. 
By ‘ring’ we mean a commutative ring with identity. By ‘ring homomorphism’ we 
mean a map which preserves addition, multiplication and the identity. We write 
XC Y to denote that X is a proper subset of Y and let X u Y denote the disjoint 
union of X and Y. Throughout this paper F denotes a field and F, denotes the 
separable closure of F. 
1. The categories Pal(F) and Trans(G) 
Definition 1.1. We define a category Pal(F) as follows. The objects of Pal(F) are 
the manic irreducible polynomials/e F[x] such that the formal derivativef’#O. For 
objects f, g E Pal(F) we set 
hom(f, g) = {(f, kg) 1 k EJ’M, degW < de&9 and f W E @[XII. 
Here we take the degree of the zero polynomial to be --oo. When no confusion can 
arise we write k to denote the morphism (A k, g). 
For kEhom(Ag) and Ze hom(g,h) we set lo k=r where k(l)=q. h+r with 
q,rEF[x] and deg(r)<deg(h). 
Lemma 1.2. If f, g, h, t E F[x], then there exists s E F[x] such that 
f(g+h. t) =f(g)+se t. 
Proof. Let n = deg(f). Using the binomial expansion we see that f(x+y) =f(x)+ 
Cr=, jj(x)y’ where fi(x), . . . , f,(x) E F[x]. The assertion follows. 0 
Proposition 1.3. Pal(F) is a category. 
Proof. For objects J g E Pal(F) we define 
mor(f, g> = {(f, kg) 1 k E FM and f(k) E gFtxl> . 
For k ~mor(J;g), I~mor(g, h) we define lo k= k(l). It is easily checked that this 
defines a category. For k, k’ E mor(f, g) we say k-k’ if 3t E F[x] such that k - k’ = 
t. g. One easily checks that this is an equivalence relation which respects composi- 
tion. Hence we may define a new category by taking the equivalence classes as mor- 
phisms. Each equivalence class has a unique representative in hom(f,g) and the 
proposition follows. 0 
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Definition 1.4. For G a compact, Hausdorff topological group with the property 
that for ge V open, there exists a closed-open U such that g E U c V (i.e., for G a 
profinite group) we define Trans(G) to be the category whose objects are finite, 
transitive, discrete G-sets (so the action is continuous with respect to the discrete 
topology on X). The morphisms are G-maps and composition of morphisms is or- 
dinary composition of functions. 
For a field F let G(F) = Gal(F,/F) and equip G(F) with the Krull topology. For 
G= G(F) let Trans(G)” denote the opposite category of Trans(G) and define a 
functor 
R, : Pal(F) + Trans(G)” 
as follows. For an object f~Pol(F) let 
RF(~) = {a E F, / f(a) = 0). 
For a morphism k E hom(f, g) define 
R,(k) : RF(g) + RF(~) by R,(k)(P) = WI. 
Theorem 1.5. Up to isomorphism, there exists a uniqueprofinite group G such that 
Pal(F) is equivalent o Trans(G)“. 
Proof. Let G = G(F) and R = R,. For an object f e Pal(F) one checks that R(f) is 
an object in Trans(G)” where the G-action on R(f) is the restriction of the natural 
G-action on F,. For k E hom(Jg) and 1~ hom(g, h) one checks that R(k) 0 R(l) = 
R(Zo k) in Trans(G). 
Suppose that R(k)=R(k’) for k,k’E hom(f;g). Let R(g)= {PI, . . ../I.}. Then 
k(&)=k’(&) for i=l,..., n. Since deg(k), deg(k’) < deg(g) this implies k = k’. Thus 
R is faithful. 
Suppose @ : R(g) + R(f) is a G-map. Let R(g) = {PI, . . . ,/I,,}. Use Lagrange Inter- 
polation to define a polynomial k of degree less than n and such that k(&) = @(pi) 
fori=l , . . . , n. The polynomial k is unchanged when we apply any o E G to its coeffi- 
cients (since 0 is a G-map) and hence kEF[x]. One checks that @ =R(k). Thus R 
is full. 
For an object X E Trans(G)” let H be an open subgroup of G such that X= G/H. 
Let K be the fixed field in F, of H. Let cr E F, be a primitive element for K and let 
f = Irr(a, F). One checks that f is an object of Pal(F). Define @ : R(f) + G/H as fol- 
lows. Fixcx*ER(f). GivencxER(f)chooseaE Gsuch that cx=o(a*). Define @(a)= 
OH. One checks that this is independent of the element o E G such that o(a*) = a 
using the fact that Gal(F,/K) = H. Note that @ is a G-map. Define I+Y : G/H+ R(f) 
by Al/ = o(cx*). One checks this is well-defined. Clearly 0 and t,~ are inverse maps. 
Thus R is an equivalence of categories [8, Theorem 1, p. 911. We note that by 
[l, Theorem 2, p. 221 G is uniquely determined, up to isomorphism as topological 
groups, by the category Trans(G). The uniqueness assertion follows. 0 
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Theorem 1.6. For objectsA g E Pal(F) there exists a positive integer  = r(f, g) called 
the pairing number off and g, objects h,, . . . , h, in Pal(F) and morphism k; : f -+ h,, 
1; : g--f hi (1 I is r) such that for any object t E Pal(F) and morphisms u : f + t, 
v:g+tthereexistsauniquepair(i*,w)suchthatl~i*~r, w:hi*+tandwokj*=u 
and w 0 lie = v. In addition, r is uniquely determined by f and g and h,, . . . , h, are 
unique up to order and isomorphism. 
Proof. (Also see [ 11.) In light of Theorem 1.5 it suffices to prove the corresponding 
assertion in Trans(G). Let X, Y be objects in Trans(G). Write Xx Y as a disjoint 
union of transitive G-sets: X x Y = 2, U ... 1112,. We point out that for XT G/H 
and Y = G/K, r equals the number of double cosets in H\ G/K; there is a bijection 
from the set of G-orbits in G/H x G/K onto H\G/K given by sending the orbit of 
(oH,rK) to the double coset Ho-‘rK. 
For i=l,..., r we define pi : Z, +X to be the restriction to Z, of projection onto 
the first factor and qi : Z, + Y to be the restriction to Z, of projection onto the sec- 
ond factor. Let u : T + X, o : T -+ Y be morphisms in Trans(G). Then (u, u) : T + X x Y 
is a G-map and since T is transitive the image is Z,, for some i* between 1 and r. 
Thus we have a G-map w: T+Z;* such that pi*’ W=U and q;*o W=U. 
Given objects I+$, .. . , W,inTrans(G)andG-mapsJ;:IV+X,gi:w+Y(i=l,...,s) 
with the above universal mapping property, one checks that M$ U ... U W, together 
with the G-maps J;, gj is the product of X and Y in the category of finite discrete 
G-sets. Hence r is uniquely determined by f and g and Z,, . . . , Z, are unique up to 
order and isomorphism. 0 
Definition and Notation 1.7. We say an object f E Pal(F) is normal if for some 
(Y E R( f) the root field F[a] is a normal extension of F. For an object f E Pal(F) we 
let [f] denote the isomorphism class off in Pal(F). Let P(F) denote the set of all 
such isomorphism classes. For objects J g E Pal(F) we write f 5 g if hom(J g) # 0. 
One checks that this induces on P(F) the structure of a poset. 
Proposition 1.8. (a) If f or g IS normal then both the least upper bound [f ] V [g] 
and the greatest lower bound [f ] A [g] of [f] and [g] exist in P(F). 
(b) Zf [f]s [g], then deg(f) divides deg(g). 
(c) Zf kE hom(xg) and deg(f)=deg(g), then k is an isomorphism. 
Proof. In light of Theorem 1.5 it suffices to prove the analogous statements in 
Trans(G). Write [X] for the isomorphism class of an object X in Trans(G). Recall 
that every isomorphism class can be represented by G/H for some open subgroup H 
of G. One checks that hom(G/K, G/H) #0 if and only if K c C’Ho for some o E G 
and that [G/H] = [G/H’] if and only if H’= o-‘Ha for some (TE G. Say [X] 5 [Y] 
ifhom(X, Y)#0. Onenotes that forobjectsf,gEPol(F), [f] 4 [g] e [R(g)] 5 [R(f)]. 
(a) If H or K is a normal, open subgroup of G then Hfl K is conjugate to 
oPIHo fJ T-~KT and H. K is conjugate to o-‘Ha. rP’Kr for all o, r E G. Thus we 
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may define [G/H] A [G/K] to be [G/Hfl K] and [G/H] v [G/K] to be [G/HK]. One 
checks that [G/HflK] is the greatest lower bound and [G/HK] is the least upper 
bound of [G/H] and [G/K]. 
(b) Suppose [G/K] I [G/H]. Replacing H by a conjugate subgroup we may as- 
sume that Kc H. Thus [G : K] = [G : H] . [H : K] by a generalization of Lagrange’s 
Theorem. Since deg(f) = [G : H] where R(f) = G/H assertion (b) above follows. 
(c) Suppose @ : G/K--f G/H is a G-map and that [G : K] = [G : H]. Choose (T E G 
such that Q(K) = a-‘H; then KC aPIHo. Since [G : K] = [G : H] = [G : a-‘Ho] we 
must have K=o-‘Ho as above. Thus @ is an isomorphism. q 
Proposition 1.9. (a) For every pair of objectsJ; g E Pal(F), r(f, g) is a positive in- 
teger such that 1 I r(f, g) I min(deg(f), deg(g)). 
(b) An object f E Pal(F) is normal if and only if r(Jf) = deg(f). 
(c) For objects f, g E Pal(F) r(f, g) = r(g,f). 
(4 c&(f) = max{r(f, g) 1 g E POW)). 
Suppose in addition that f is normal. Then, 
(e) r(J g) = de&f) * fl g, 
(f) glf * Ihom(g,f)I =WW, and 
W r(f, g) = deg(h) where h E If 1 A kl. 
(h) For ksf and hE[f]/\[g], Ihom(k,h)l = Ihom(k,g)j. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.5 it suffices to prove the analogous assertions in the category 
Tram(G). Let r equal the number of G-orbits in G/H x G/K where H and K are 
open subgroups of G. Recall that r = 1 H \ G/K / where 1x1 denotes the cardinality 
of x. 
(a) K acts on H\ G via A. Ho = Hal-‘. The double cosets of the form HaK are 
the K-orbits of H \ G under this action and hence rI [G : H]. H acts on G/K via 
q. OK= qoK. The double cosets of the form HaK are the H-orbits of G/K under 
this action and hence r-5 [G: K]. Thus r-5 min([G : H], [G: K]). 
(b) Let n = [G : H] and let H act on G/H as above. His normal in G e aH= Ha 
V’~EG~,.~H=~HV~EG,IIEH~~=~. 
(c) For open subgroups H, K of G define I$ : H\ G/K + K\ G/H by HaK y 
KC’H. One checks that @ is a bijection and the assertion follows immediately. 
(d) Let N denote the intersection of all the conjugates of H in G. Since N is nor- 
mal, IV\ G/H= G/H. The assertion follows from this observation and part (a). 
(e) Since H is normal, H\ G/K= G/HK. Recall that [G/HK] = [G/H] V [G/K]. 
Since / G/HK 1 = I G/H I e K c H # [G/K] 5 [G/H], the assertion follows. 
(f) Assume H is normal and that [G/H] s [G/K]. Then H c K and hence 
IMap,(G/H,G/K)l= lG/Kl. 
(g) As in (e), lH\G/KI = IG/HKI. 
(h) Let R(f)=G/H where HUG, R(k)=G/J, R(g)=G/K, R(h)=G/L. By as- 
sumption H c J. Recall that [G/H] V [G/K] = [G/HK] so that [G/L] = [G/HK]. 
One verifies that I hom(G/HK, G/J)/ = 1 hom(G/K, G/J)/. 0 
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2. Burnside algebras and the category Topos(F) 
Definition 2.1. An object f e Pal(F) is called abefian if f is normal and Aut(f) is 
abelian. It follows from the Kronecker-Weber Theorem (see [9]) that an object 
f e Pal(Q) is abelian if and only if there exists a positive integer n and an irreducible, 
manic factor g of xn - 1 in Q [x] such that f <g. 
Proposition 2.2. Let f, g E Pal(F) be abelian. Let r = r(J g), kj : f + hi, li : g + hi for 
1 <is r be as in Theorem 1.6. Then each hi is abelian. 
Proof. Let G = G(F). By Theorem 1.5 it suffices to prove the analog for Trans(G). 
Consider objects X, YE Trans(G). Say X is abelian if G,, the stabilizer of x in G, is 
normalandar.x=ro.xVa,sEG,VxEX(i.e., G/G,isabelianVx~X). IfXand 
Y are abelian then G or,u) = G, n Gy is normal and QT. (x, y) = ‘so. (x, y) 
V(x, y) EX x x Vo, z E G. This justifies the assertion. 0 
Notation 2.3. Let C(F) denote the set of all isomorphism classes of abelian objects 
fin Pal(F). For a ring IK let A( IK, F) and B(IK, F) denote the free IK-modules on C(F) 
and P(F), respectively. We use Theorem 1.6 to define multiplication in B( IK, F) as 
follows: for [f 1, [g] E P(F) let r = r(J; g) and define [f ] . [g] = Cl= I [hi] where hl, . . . , h, 
are as in Theorem 1.6; extend multiplication to B( IK, F) by linearity. 
Theorem 2.4. B( IK, F) is a commutative ring. For IK = Z (respectively, IK = Q) we call 
this algebra the Burnside algebra (respectively, rational Burnside algebra) of F. In 
addition, A (IK, F) is a subring of B( IK, F). 
Proof. TO show that B( IK, F) is a ring we must verify that multiplication is as- 
sociative and commutative with an identity and that the distributive law holds. Let 
f,g,h~Pol(F) and let RF(f)=G/H:= W, RF(g)=G/K:=X and R,(h)=G/L:= Y. 
Mimicking the definition of multiplication in B( IK, F), we have [W] . [X] = CT=, [Zi] 
where Z1, . . . . Z, are the G-orbits of W x X. Since (W x X) x Y= W x (XX Y) as G- 
sets we have ([WI . [Xl). [Y] = [W] . ([Xl . [Y]). This establishes the associativity of 
multiplication. Since X x Yz: Y x X we have [X] . [Y] = [Y] . [X] and multiplication 
is commutative. Since RF(x) = G/G : = { 0} and XX { 0} =X as G-sets for all objects 
XE Trans(G), [x] is the identity element of R( IK, F). Notice that [X] + [Y] = [X U Y] 
where the indicated union is disjoint. Since Z x (X U Y) = Z XX U Z x Y the dis- 
tributive law holds in B(IK, F). Thus B(IK, F) is a commutative ring. By Proposi- 
tion 2.2 A( IK, F) is a subring of B( IK, F). 0 
Definition 2.5. Given a homomorphism 0 : E + F of fields define a map 
B( IK, a) : B( IK,E) + B( IK, F) as follows: For a polynomial f E E[x] let f u denote the 
polynomial in F[x] obtained by applying o to the coefficients off. For f E Pal(E) let 
f”=ny=, A whereJeF[x] is manic and irreducible (i=l, . . ..n). Define B(IK;a)([f])= 
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Cy==, [A]. Extending by linearity to B( IK,E), we get a IK-linear map from B(IK,E) 
to B( IK,F). 
Theorem 2.6. B( IK, -) is a functorfrom the category offields to the category of com- 
mutative IK-algebras. In particular, if F is a field of characteristic 0, then B( IK, F) 
is an A (IK, Q)-algebra. 
Proof. The homomorphism o: E + F induces a continuous homomorphism 
o* : G(F) --f G(E); o* is not canonical but is unique up to G(E)-conjugation. Via o* 
any finite discrete G(E)-set X may be considered as a finite discrete G(F)-set; the 
G(E)-conjugates of (T* induce isomorphic G(F)-structures and we denote the re- 
sulting G(F)-isomorphism class by [Xl”. Notice that [Xx Y]” = [Xl” x [Y]O and 
[X U Yla = [Xl” U [Y]O for all objects X, YE Trans(G(E)). Thus B( IK, 0) : B(IK, E) -+ 
B( IK, F) is a ring homomorphism. If T: F--+ L is a field homomorphism, one checks 
that B(IK,soo)=B(IK,r)oB(IK,o). 0 
Definition 2.7. A polynomial f E F[x] is said to be separable if in some splitting field 
forf, every irreducible factor off has only simple roots. We write Cotop(F) for the 
category whose objects are the manic, square-free, separable polynomials f E F[x]. 
For objects J g E Cotop(F) we set 
homUg> = {(.L k,g) 1 ~EFM, de&)<deg(g) and f(k) ~.@Ixl}. 
For k E hom(f, g) and Ze hom(g, h) we set 10 k = r where k(l) = q. h + r, deg(r) < 
deg(h), q,rEF[xl. 
When f E F[x] is irreducible, f is separable if and only if f’ is nonzero. 
Definition 2.8. (Also, see [l].) For C a small category, we denote by n(C) the 
category whose objects are finite sets of objects of C and where a morphism 
(rc, @) : S + T is a pair (rc, @) where rc is a map from T to S and @ is a map which 
associates to each t E T a C-morphism Gr from n(t) to 1. If (w, 0) : T-t U is a mor- 
phism then (w, 0) 0 (rc, $J) is defined to be (rc 0 O, 0 *@) where (0 *@), = f?,, 0 @U(u) for 
each u E U. 
Theorem 2.9. The following is an isomorphism (not just an equivalence) from 
Cotop(F) onto I7(Pol(F)). For f an object of Cotop(F) let S(f) denote the set of 
irreducible manic factors off in F[x]. If k E hom( f, g) and t E S(g), then there exists 
a unique s E S(f) with s(k) E tF[x] and we set S(k) = (n, 0) where n(t) = s and @r = r 
where k = q. t + r, deg(r) < deg(t). 
Proof. With notation as above, s is unique because otherwise 1 = U. s + u + s’ would 
give 1 = u(k). s(k) + u(k). s’(k) E tF[x], a contradiction. The rest of the proof is easi- 
ly checked with the aid of the following lemma. 0 
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Lemma 2.10. Let f =fi .*.f,, g=g, .+.g,,, be the unique factorizations of square- 
free, monicpolynomials in F[x]. Suppose 71: { 1, . . . , m} --) { 1, . . . , n} and suppose for 
eachjE{l, . . . . m}, kj E hom(f,(j), gj). Then there exists a unique k E hom(f, g) such 
that k = qj. gj + kj for each j. 
Proof. Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem we can solve k= qj. gj + kj 
(j=l , . . . , m). Also k is uniquely determined up to congruence modulo gF[x]. Using 
Lemma 1.2 f(k)=f(kj+qj. gj)=f(kj)+ hj .gj=fi(kj)***f,(kj)+ hj* gj l gjF[x] for 
j=l , . . . , m and hence f(k) E gF[x]. tl 
Theorem 2.11. Suppose F is infinite. Up to isomorphism as topological groups, 
there exists a unique profinite group G such that Cotop(F) is equivalent o the op- 
posite of the category of ail finite discrete G-sets. 
Proof. Define a function RF from Cotop(F) to the opposite of the category of all 
finite discrete G-sets as in Definition 1.4 and proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
Notice that for f=fi e+Af, ~Cotop(F), with fi, . . ..f. manic and irreducible, and 
G = G(F), the G-orbits of RP( f) are RF(J), . . . , RF(fn). By Theorem 2.9 and Lem- 
ma 2.10 and the proof of Theorem 1.5, R, is faithful and full. Thus it suffices to 
show that for every finite discrete G-set Z, there exists an object f E Cotop(F) with 
Z=R,(f). This will follow from Theorem 1.5 once we establish that each separ- 
able, manic, irreducible f E F[x] is isomorphic to infinitely many manic h E F[x]; 
this is done in the lemma below. 0 
Lemma 2.12. For a, b E F, c, d E F*, and manic, irreducible polynomialsf, h in f [x] 
such that x# h define: 
S,(f) = f(x-a), M,(f) = cdegCf)f(c-lx), V(h) = h(O)-‘xdegf@h(xml). 
Then S,( f ), M,( f ), and, if f # x, V(f) are all manic, irreducible and isomorphic to 
f Also %(S,(f))=S,+~(f), J%(~c(f)=Mcd(f), and, ifxzf, V(V(f))=J 
Proof. Since x y x-a induces an F-algebra automorphism of F[x], S,(f) is ir- 
reducible. Also x-a induces an isomorphism from f to S,(f). Since x H c-lx in- 
duces an F-algebra automorphism of F[x], M,(f) is irreducible. Also c-lx induces 
an isomorphism from f to M,(f). One checks that 
V(k. I) = k(O)-‘l(O)-‘xd’@‘xdeg”‘k(x-‘)f(x-’) = V(k). V(I) 
from which one deduces that V(f) is irreducible. Let cr~R(f), K=F[cr]. Then 
Irr(a, F) =J But K=F]a-‘1 and one checks that Irr(cr-‘, F) = V(f). Write a-’ = 
k(a), a=/((~-‘). Then k and I induce isomorphisms between f and V(f). q 
Theorem 2.13. Assume F is infinite. Let fg be objects in Cotop(F). Then there 
exists an object f @ g E Cotop(F) and morphisms k : f -+ f @ g, 1: g + f @ g such that 
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given morphisms u : f -+ h and v : g -+ h there exists a unique morphism r : f @ g + h 
with rok=u, rol=v. Also, deg(f@g)=deg(f).deg(g). Thus (f@g,k,Z) isa co- 
product off and g; we will sometimes refer to f @g as the coproduct off and g. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 2.11, it suffices to prove that finite products exist in 
the category of finite discrete G-sets; but that is obvious. 0 
Theorem 2.14. Assume char(F) = 0 and let n 2 2 be an integer. Write f, for the ob- 
ject ~“-1 of Cotop(F) and let (f,Of,,k,l), (xOf,,k’,l’) be as in Theorem 2.13. 
Then, there exists r,, E hom(fn, fn Of,) such that: 
(a) (xOr,)or, :f, + f,Of, + f,O(f,Of,) = (r,Ox)or,:f, --+ f,Of, + 
(f, Of,) Of,, 
(b) (lOx)or,:f,-tf,Of,-txOf,=I’“x:f,jf,~xOf,, 
(c) (xn-1 ,x)or,:f,-f,Of,-f,=Ool:f,-x-f,. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem dually for the discrete G(F)-set T,= 
{t&l P=l}. 0 ne checks that the map ,U : T, x T, + T, given by ~(s, t) =st has the 
desired properties. 0 
Definition 2.15. For n 22, by a regular f, object we mean a pair (g,u) where 
g E Cotop(F) is such that deg(g) = n and ZJ E hom(g, f, @g) satisfies: 
(a) for (f, 0 g, k, I) a coproduct off, and g, (f, 0 g, u, 1) is a coproduct of g and 
g, and 
(b) (x@u)ou=(r,@x)ou. 
Theorem 2.16. Assume char(F) = 0 and let n12 be an integer. If (g,u) is a regular 
f,-object, then there exists b E F with g=x” - b. Conversely, if c EF*, then there 
exists v E hom(x” - c, f,) such that (x” - c, v) is a regular f,-object. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the dual result for G = G(F)-sets. Let T, = {t E F, 1 t” = 1). 
We have a finite discrete G-set X with 1x1 =n, and a map T, xX-+X, denoted 
(t,x)-ttx,suchthata(t).(a.x)=a.(t.x)ands.(t.x)=st.x,forallaEG,s,tET,, 
x E X. In addition, for all x, y E X there exists a unique t E T, with t. y =x. For y E X 
let tET,besuchthat t.y=y; lettingx=t.ywehave l.x=y. Soxcl.xissurjec- 
tive and this implies 1 . y = y for all y E X. Thus (t,x) - t. x defines an action of the 
multiplicative group T, on X. Fix y E X. For 0 E G write A,(a) for that t E T, such 
that t.y=o.y. Now, 
L,(sa) * y = rcr * y = r * (A,(a) * y) = r * (A,(a)). AY(S) * y, 
so Au is a crossed homomorphism. The sequence 1 + T, --f F,* 5 F,* + 1 is exact and 
Hilbert’s Theorem 90 [3, Proposition 3, p. 1241 implies the existence of b E F* such that 
a(fi)/P=AJo) VDEG, wherep”=b. Hence y~R,(x”-b) e;) y”=b e (y/p)“=1 e 
y E {t. p 1 t E T,}. Conversely, R&x” - c) is naturally a regular T,-object. 0 
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Theorem 2.17. Assume char(F) = 0 and let II 12 be an integer. Write g, for the ob- 
ject x(x-1).*.(x-nnl) of Cotop(F) and let (g,@g,,k,Z), (x@Jg,,k’,Z’) be as in 
Theorem 2.13. Then, there exists u, E hom(g,, g, Og,) and v, E hom(g,, g,) such 
that: 
(a) (xO4Joa,=(4Ox)oa,, 
(b) (O@x)ou,=I’ox, 
(c) (f&x) 0 u, = 0. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem dually for the trivial discrete G(F)-set Z, = 
iZ/nZ. One checks that the maps p,,: Zn xi?,, + Z, and v, : Z, +Zi, given by 
p,(s, t) = s+ t (mod n) and v,(s) = -s (mod n) have the desired properties. 0 
Theorem 2.18. Let f be an object in Pal(F), let IK be afield of characteristic 0 and 
identify Q with its image in IK. The following are equivalent: 
(a) f is normal; 
(b) r(f,f) = deg(f ); 
(c) The hl, . . . . h, of Theorem 1.6 are all isomorphic to f; 
(d) (l/deg(f))[f] eB(IK,F) is idempotent; 
(e) There exists a positive integer n with (l/n) [ f ] E B( IK, F) idempotent. 
Proof. We use Theorem 1.5 to show (a) * (e). Assume f is normal and let R(f)= 
G/H=X. Let XxX=2, U ... UZ,.. Onechecks forzEZ,, G,=H(i=l,...,r). The 
equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Proposition 1.9, part (b). Assume the 
h,, . . . , h, of Theorem 1.6 are all isomorphic toJ Then C:= 1 deg(h,) = [deg( f )I2 and 
hence (c) * (b). (d) implies CT= 1 [hi] = deg( f) [f 1. Since B( IK, F) is IK-free on P(F), 
[hi] = [f ] for all i. Hence (d) implies (c). (e) says CL=, [hi] = n [ f ] in B( IK, F). Inter- 
preting this in terms of G-sets as above and taking cardinalities, r = n = deg(f). 0 
Motivation 2.19. When a problem is too hard one makes simplifications. We wish 
to determine the structure of polynomials over F, particularly when F= Q. We can 
replace F by fl(Pol(F)), and if F has characteristic 0, we have a natural fun&or 
n(C(Q)) + IT(Pol(F)). The first simplification is to replace categories by com- 
mutative rings and it leads to the Burnside algebra B(& F); we can also view B(H, F) 
as an A(Z,Q)-algebra. The second simplification, made to better understand the 
structure of the Burnside algebra, is to tensor over Q; Q On B(& F) -B(Q, F). We 
can view B(Q,F) as an A(Q,Q)-algebra. 
3. Burnside algebras in characteristic 0 
Fix a field F and let IK be a field of characteristic 0. Define subsets I and J of 
P(F) x P(F) as follows: 
J = {(If I, &I) 1 tf 15 181 in P(F) with g normal), 
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and 
For each i E Z choose hi E Pal(F) with i = ([h,], [hi]) and define Xi c P(F) by 
xi = {IfI EN3 I Lfl~W;lI. 
Say i<j in Z if [hi] I [hj]. For i<j in Z define @j :XJ +X; by @ij([f])= [f] A [h,]. 
Note that ~ij is surjective for all i<j in Z and the sets Xi together with the maps @ij 
form an inverse system. Let 
X = proj lim Xi. 
For each ill let 
Si = Map(X;, IK); 
under pointwise operations Si is a reduced finite-dimensional IK-algebra of dimen- 
sion IX;1 with IK-basis the set Ei of minimal idempotents of Sj and 
E, = {el IxeX;} 
where 
40) = 4, for all YE&. 
Recall that a nonzero idempotent e is said to be minimal if e. f =f with f a nonzero 
idempotent implies e = f. 
For i<j in Z let W;j : Si -+ S’ be given by wij(S) = s 0 @ij. For ilj in Z, notice that ~//i 
is injective and 
The sets S, together with the maps wij form a direct system of sets. Now inj lim Si = 
u &/ - where sj E & and Sj E 5” are equivalent if Bk with is k and j< k and I,u;~(s;) = 
wjk(Sj). Also, inj lim Si has a natural IK-algebra structure. Let S( IK,F) = inj lim &. 
S( IK, F) is a IK-algebra under pointwise operations. For each i E Z let I,V; : Si + S( IK, F) 
denote the natural inclusion. 
Theorem 3.1. The unique IK-linear map q : B( IK, F) --t S( IK, F) such that 
where i E Z is such that [f ] I [hi], is an isomorphism of IK-algebras. 
(*) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 below the right-hand side of (*) depends only on [f I. Let 
[f], [g] EP(F) and let [f]. [g] = CT=, [hi] as in Theorem 1.6. ChoosejEZsuch that 
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[f] I [h;] and [g] 5 [hj]. Then, 
Mfl)-~(kl) =,,,E, /hom(f,k)/q’~,~ c /homk,k)/e& 
RIG4 
= ,kii Ihom(f, k)l lhomk, k)l eh, 
I 
since 
/hom(f,k)/~ Ihomk,k)l =;gl Ihom(h,k)l (**I 
by the G(F)-set interpretation of Theorem 1.6. Thus v is a IK-algebra map. 
Write B and S in lieu of B( IK, F) and S( IK, F), respectively. For each i E I let 
B, = c IK[f]. 
[SIE-X 
One checks that Bi is a IK-subalgebra of B and that q maps B; into I+v;($); let vi 
denote the restriction of q to Bi. To see that q is an isomorphism it suffices to show 
that each vi is an isomorphism of Bi onto I+v;(S,). 
Notice that Bi and vi(&) are both IK-vector spaces of dimension IX, /. For each 
[g] E& define a map ALsl : B, + IK by 
4sl ( Iflzx, VI ifI > = ,,Fx Ihom(f, g) I qfl. 6 / 
One checks that A Lgl preserves multiplication using (**) above. Thus each AIal is a 
IK-algebra map. 
Suppose Azlsl = $,, for [g], [h] E&. Then 
Ihom(h,g)I . 1, = Ihom(h,h)l . 1, # 0 and 
Ihom(g,h)/ .l~ = lhom(g,g)I + 1~ + 0 
(recall that char( IK) = 0) so that [g] 5 [h] and [h] I [g] in P(F). Thus [g] = [h]. 
Since {4dk.1~~, is a set of IX,1 distinct IK-algebra maps and Bi has IK-dimension 
IXj the induced map 
(&,) : 4 -+ lg@x IK 
is an isomorphism of IK-algebras. Thus vi is an isomorphism of Bj onto I,v;($) for 
each iel which implies q is an isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose f EPol(F), i<j in I and [f] EX,. Then, 
C Ihom(f,g)l ei’,, 
Is1 6 x, 
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Proof. 
,,Fx lhom(J;g)l c 
E , IhI E @;'Isl 
q&) 
c lhom(.Lg)I ejh]) 
IhI E @O’ kl 
= Wj IhEx Ihom(f; hII q$ ( , 
where the latter equality follows from the fact that the fibers of C& partition Xj and 
for ~ij([h]) = [g], (hom(Jg)( = (hom(J; h)( by Proposition 1.9(h). 0 
Notation 3.3. For n a positive integer we write g, for the nth cyclotomic poly- 
nomial over Q; consider g, as an object in Pal(Q). For H a subgroup of 
{x’l l~iln,(i,n)=l)=Aut(g,J we write fH for Irr(ChEHh([),Q) where ~EC is 
a primitive nth root of unity. For each nr 1 let i(n) = ([g,], [g,]) ~1. Notice that 
i(n) 5. i(m) iff n jm. So for n]m we have a Q-algebra map 
V/i(n)i(m) : Si(n) = Map(&), Q$) +4(m) = MapWqmp Q$>, 
as above. Let R = inj Cm,. 1 Si(n) and let r, : Sicn) + R be the canonical map for each 
n>l. 
Theorem 3.4. fHe Pal(Q) is abelian and fH5 g,. In facf, H H [fH] is a bijection 
from the set of all subgroups of Aut(g,) onto Xi(n) = {[f] E P(Q) 1 [f ] s [g,]). 
Also, Unlll U,flEXilNi [f] is the set of all abelian polynomials over Q. 
Proof. This follows from Definition 2.1 and [7, p. 1051. q 
Theorem 3.5. The unique Q-linear map ,Q :A(Q, Q) --t R such that 
Yw-I) = r, c 
Lfls kl E xcn, 
deg(f) . e$) 
> 
is an isomorphism of Q-algebras. 
Proof. Observe that every [g] in Xi(n) is normal and hence ) hom(Jg)) =deg(f) 
whenever [f] 5 [g]. As A(Q Q) and inj lim,, I St(*) are Q-subalgebras of B(Q,Q) 
and B(Q, Q) and inj limjEl Si, respectively, the assertion now follows from Theo- 
rem 3.1 and its proof. 0 
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4. The V-valuations of B( IK, F) 
For a commutative ring B we let X(B), X,(B), X,(B) denote the set of all proper 
CMC subsets of B, the set of all proper CMC subrings of B and the set of all non- 
ring CMC subsets of B, respectively (see [4, Definition 2.131). If B is a field, then 
X,(B) is the set of all proper valuation subrings of B; if B is an algebraic number 
field, then X,(B) corresponds bijectively to the set of infinite primes of B (see [4, 
Theorem 5.3 and the proof of Theorem 5.61). 
Let K be a nonzero connected ring and let Z be a directed set. Suppose {B;, v~};~J 
is a direct system of K-algebras such that each I,Y~ is injective and each B; is a finite 
direct sum of copies of K (as a K-algebra). Let B = inj limi. I B; SO that B = U Bj / - 
where bi E Bi is equivalent to bj E Bj if Bke Z with is k, jlk and V/ik(bi) = wjk(bj). 
Let Ei denote the set of minimal idempotents of Bj for each ill. Denote the ele- 
ments of Ei by ef. For is j in Z and et E Ei, vij(eL) is a sum of minimal idempotents 
of Bj; e/ appears in this expression if and only if e/a w,(eL) = e/. Let Ei(i, k) = 
(ejEEj 1 e/e t,!/,(eL) =e/}. Letting k vary, the sets Z$(i, k) partition 4 as follows. If 
kfk’, then Ej(i,k)f3E’(i,k’)f0 because ?= wG(eL). ‘Il,(e~,)=C,:,~(,,,.,,(i,,,, e/. 
Also, e/. t,vij( 1) = e/ implies ei . wij (ei) = e/ for some ef( in Ei. 
Thus for ic: j in Z we have a surjective map @ij : Ej -+Ei given by @(e/) = e; 
where k is such that e/e Ej(i, k). View Map(E,, K) as a K-algebra under pointwise 
operations. One checks that {Ei, ~ij} is an inverse system of sets. For isj let 
@iT: Map(Ej, K) --f Map(Ei, K) be given by @$(f) =fo $G. Then ail is a K-algebra 
map and {Map(Z$ k),q$} is a direct system of K-algebras. 
As Bi = 0, Ke;, we have a natural isomorphism of K-algebras vi --H Map(Ei, K). 
One checks that for all pairs is j in Z, Cpl,*o vi = rj 0 t//ij, We have just established the 
following result. 
Proposition 4.1. Let {Bi, I,u~,};~~ and {Ei, @iJ}i,r be as above. Then we have K- 
algebra isomorphisms: 
inj lim B, = inj lim Map(Ei, K). 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let {Bi, Wij}i~, and {E,, @ij}ief be as above. Then, 
X(B) = X(K) X proj lim Ei, &(B) = X,(K) x proj lim Eiy 
and 
X,(B) = X,(K) x proj lim Ei. 
Proof. Let A be a proper CMC subset of B and let u : B -*r be the standard V- 
valuation of B associated with A. For each i E Z, let vi : Bi --+ r be the canonical 
homomorphism oi : Bi --f B followed by u and let u : K + r be the canonical homo- 
morphism Q : K --+ B followed by u. Choose i E Z such that o,‘(A) c Bi. By Lemma 
4.3 below, Q~‘(A) C K and hence, o,‘(A) c Bi for all i E I. Lemma 4.3 also implies 
that for each ie Z there exists a unique element e&, in Ei such that Ui fails to be 
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nonnegative on Bie&. One checks that (e&,) E proj lim Ei. For y E Z choose b E B 
such that o(b) = y. Choose i E Z and Z+ EBj such that ai = b. Then, as in Lemma 
4.3, y = u(b) = Y(bi) = u(a) where a E K is such that ae& = bje&,. Hence u and each 
ui maps onto r; thus u and o,(ieZ) are nontrivial V-valuations with associated 
CMC subsets Q-‘(A) and ai’( respectively. We thus have an injective map 
X(B) -+X(K) x proj lim Ei given by 
A - (e-‘(A), (e&)). 
We wish to see this map is surjective. Let (A,,(e&,)) EX(K) Xproj lim Ei. Let 
u : K +Z-’ be the standard V-valuation associated with A,. For each iEZ, define 
ui : Bi -+ r by ui(Ck ckei) = u(c&. One notes that ui is a V-valuation of Bi onto Z 
and that uj o Wii = ui whenever is j in Z (use the fact that (ei,,,) E proj lim Ei). Thus 
there exists a unique map u : B = inj lim B; --f r such that u 0 oi = Ui for all i E I. One 
checks that u is a V-valuation of B onto Z and that if A = {b E B ) u(b)rO}, then 
A Y (A,, (eb($). In this correspondence CMC subrings of B are sent to CMC sub- 
rings of K as Lemma 4.3 demonstrates. q 
Lemma 4.3. Let K,, . . . , K,, be rings and set R = K, @ * * * OK,, . Let ei = (6;l, . . . ,a,) 
and let ei : Ki -+ R denote the canonical map, i = 1, . . . , n. 
(a) Suppose ie (1, . . . . n> and A, is a CM2 subset Of Ki. Then, B=K,el + ... + 
Aie; + a** + K,,e, is a CMC subset of R. In addition, Ai is a CMC subring of Ki iff 
B is a CMC subring of R. Zf r and A denote the standard V-monoids associated 
with Ai and B, respectively, then r=A. 
(b) Suppose B is a proper CMC subset of R. Then el, . . . , e, E B, there exists a 
unique iE{l,..., n} such that Kjej g B, and B = K,el + .a+ + Aie; + 0.. + K,,e, where 
Ai =&l(B). 
Proof. (a) Clearly, B and R \B are multiplicatively closed and 41 E B. Let t E Kj 
be an exponent for Ai and let u = tei + Cj,; ej. One checks that B is a CMC subset 
of R with exponent u. Also, Ai is a CMC subring of Ki iff Ai is additively closed 
iff B is additively closed iff B is a CMC subring of R. For r E R one checks that 
s E (B : r) iff se; E (Aiei : re;). Thus Z= /1. 
(b) Since Kiei - Kjej = 0 if i #j, there is at most one index i such that Kiei g B. Just 
suppose Kjej c B for all i. We show, by induction on m, that K,e, + ..a + K,,,e, c B 
form=1 ,...,n,thecasem=1beingclear.Supposem<nandK,el+...+K,e,c_B. 
Let xeJ:=K,e, + ... +K,,,e, and yeK,+,e,,,+,. Let u be an exponent for B. Since 
J is an ideal of R, 
Since this holds for each p 11, x+ y E B. Since B is properly contained in R,there 
is a unique index i such that Kjei = Rei g B. Since eip E 1 + Cjti Rej for all p 2 1, 
ej E B. Let Ai = e,:‘(B). Then Ai is a CMC subset of Ki (with exponent t E Ki where 
te;=uei) and B=K,e,+ ... +A,e,+ ... +K,,e,,. 0 
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Corollary 4.4. Let IK and F be fields such that char(lK) = 0 and identify Q with its 
image in IK. 
(a) Every CMC subring of B( IK, F) is a Manis valuation subring. 
(b) Every nonring CMC subset of B( IK, F) has exponent $. 
Proof. (a) A proper CMC subring A is a Manis valuation subring iff the standard 
V-monoid associated with A is an extended group. The assertion thus follows from 
Theorem 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
(b) As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let Bi = C ,f, Ex, IK [ f ] for each i E I. Let A be 
a nonring CMC subset of B( IK, F). Let b, c E A be such that b + c $ A and let Q : IK --f B 
denote the canonical homomorphism. Choose i E I such that 6, c E Bi. Then A fl B, 
is a nonring CMC subset of B, and hence e-l(A) is a nonring CMC subset of IK by 
Lemma 4.3. In particular, T ’ is an exponent for Q-I(A) [5, Theorem 51. Hence, by 
the proof of Lemma 4.3, A n B, is a nonring CMC subset of Bi and 3 is an expo- 
nentforAnBiforalliEZ.AsB(IK,F)=Ui,,Bi,wemaydeducethat3isanexpo- 
nent for B(IK,F). q 
Corollary 4.5. Let B = B(Q, F) and P, = P U {c=J} where P is the set of rational 
primes. For PEP let vr: Q --tZ, = Z U {m} be the p-adic valuation and let v, 
denote the unique formally infinite V-valuation on Q. Let X=proj limXi be as in 
Theorem 3.1 and the paragraph preceding it. An element x= ([_fJ) of X is a choice 
for each normal object [hi] of Pal(F) of an object [_fJ I [hi] such that [hi] I [hj] im- 
plies [fj] A [hi] = [A]. Forp E P, and x= ([A]) E X define v~,~ on B by v,,,(b) = up(r) 
where b E B,, r E Q and rell;, = be[,zI. Then : 
(a) vp,x is a V-valuation on B. 
(b) Every V-valuation on B is isomorphic to vp,x for some unique (p, x) E P, X X. 
(c) For [fil, El ~pol(F), i-61 = if21 * ~t,,,([fil)=~r,,,([fil)forall(~7x)~PxX. 
Proof. (a) This follows from Theorem 4.2. 
(b) This follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 and its proof, and the fact that 
there is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of V-valuations on B and 
the set of CMC subsets of B [4, Theorem 2.151. 
(c) Choose i E I such that Ifi], I f2] E Xi. One checks that [fi] = If21 * hom(fi, g) = 
hom(f&g) Wgl EX, * q,(hom(fi,g))= n,(hom(f&g)) VPEP * q,,,UAl)= &df21) 
for all (p,x)~PxX. 0 
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